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Basic Plate and Overprint Varieties on the First and
Second Charter National Bank Notes

By PETER HU NTOON

$5 Series of 1875 National Bank Notes showing some basic features.

A SIDE from the infinite variety of engraved layouts
used to print the bank titles on First and Second
Charter notes, several different basic plate and

overprint varieties evolved. Of most interest are the $5
denominations which offer a cornucopia of varieties not
found on the other denominations of the respective se-
ries. It seems that the fives served as the experimental
proving grounds for many ideas generated by the Bu-
reau of Engraving and Printing as the designs for the
First and Second Charter periods matured.

First Charter Notes

The Act of February 25, 1863 authorized the issuance
of National Bank Notes in denominations of $5, $10, $20,
$50, $100, $500 and $1000 denominations. The $1 and
$2 denominations were added to this list by the Act of
June 3, 1864. The designs for these notes were engraved
by private bank note companies as shown in Table 1.
An imprint containing the manufacturer's name appears
in the lower border of each note. The bank note com-
panies also contracted with the Treasury to print the
notes from the finished plates except for the Treasury

seal and Treasury serial, which were affixed at the Trea-
sury. It is interesting to point out that engravings by
different bank note companies were incorporated on a
single printing plate such as the 1-1-1-2 plate combination
which utilized American Bank Note Company $1's and
the National Bank Note Company $2.

The Act of March 3, 1875 called for the Secretary c -c
the Treasury to oversee the printing of National Bank
Notes on the same distinctive paper then used for
United States Notes. Simultaneously in 1875, the Bu-
reau of Engraving and Printing assumed the responsi-
bility for printing the faces of all the National Bank
Notes. The backs continued to be printed by the private
companies until as late as 1877. The departure in cus-
toms initiated in 1875 appears to have been a call for a
new series designation. The Bureau of Engraving and
Printing had definitely enjoyed a coup in having at least
the face printing assigned to them, and they indicated
their pleasure by adding an imprint with the words
"Printed at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, Trea-
sury Department" on all of the face plates used to print
Series of 1875 notes as shown in Table 2.
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First Charter Five with shifted lines in the obligation.
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The Bureau imprints, addition of "Series of 1875,"
and a change in the Treasury seal from the spiked to
the scalloped variety are the primary differences between
the Original Series and Series of 1875 notes.

Authorization Date Varieties on $5
First Charter Notes

The $5's are the only denomination in the National
Bank Note series with an authorization date printed on
the note. This appears in two places: on the face in the
center of the lower border and in the counterfeit clause
in the lower right corner of the reverse. As expected,
and shown to me by Harry Corrigan, the $5 plates pro-
duced before the Act of June 3, 1864 bear the date
February 25, 1863. This early date can be found on
many $5 notes from the first 400 or so banks chartered.

Numerous varieties resulted. Face plates dated 1863
were used through the entire First Charter period, so
they can be found with Series of 1875 overprints. More
interesting is the matching and mismatching of back
plates. For example, it is not difficult to find notes
printed after 1864 from 1863 face plates that are matched
with 1864 back plates. To date, I am unaware of 1863
back plates matched with 1864 face plates but the possi-
bility is excellent that such "mules" could exist because
it was policy to use obsolete plates until they wore out.
I would suspect, however, that no 1863 back plates sur-
vived long enough to be used to print Series of 1875
notes.

Obligation Variety on $5 First Charter Notes

Louis Van Belkum pointed out a variety in the obliga-
tion on some early $5 plates. The words "This note
is secured by bonds of" are noticeably shifted toward
the left on some plates. In the normal case, the T in
"This" occurs about midway beneath the first N and A
of "National," whereas in the shift variety the T ap-
pears to the left of the first N of "National." Van
Belkum found data supporting the use of these odd plates
on the banks listed in Table 3. As far as I can deter-
mine, all of these plates bear the authorization date of
February 25, 1863. I have no information that sug-
gests that the use of the plates was discontinued before
1864, so the variety may be matched with 1864 back
plates or even Series of 1875 overprints.

Overprinted and Engraved Charter
Number Varieties

The Act of June 20, 1874 required the charter num-
ber to be overprinted on National Bank Notes as a
sorting aid. Parshall (1975) has found ample evidence

that charter numbers were sporadically overprinted on
Nationals printed as early as 1865. The reader is re-
ferred to his article for documentation and additional
details. As a result of the Act of June 20, 1874, all
Series of 1875 notes bear charter numbers.

The most interesting and well-known charter number
varieties are the black charter numbers that were en-
graved on a few $5 First Charter plates. The known
banks with this variety are listed in Table 4 and these
data are from Donlon (1975). The engraved black
charter number variety has been found on both Original
Series and Series of 1875 fives. Because the variety
exists on the late Original Series notes, it is probably
safe to conclude that the charter numbers were engraved
on the plates for the issuing banks at the time the plates
were prepared, rather than having been added to the
plates at some later date.

Serial Numbering Varieties

The numerous serial number varieties including blue
bank serials and bank serials with various prefix letters
are treated thoroughly by Dillistin (1956). Consequent-
ly that data will not be reiterated here and you are
referred to his book for the details.

Second Charter Notes

The Second Charter period began in 1882 as a result
of the  Act of July 12, 1882 and brought with it a dis-
continuance of the $1, $2, $500 and $1000 denomina-
tions. Also, the face of the $5 was totally redesigned
with Garfield's portrait as a memorial because of his
assassination.

The Second Charter period witnessed three major
varieties—the well-known Brown Backs, Date Backs, and
Value Backs. As these major varieties evolved, there
were changes in the obligation engraved on the face plate
and geographic letters were introduced as part of the
overprint to facilitate sorting. These changes led to
several combinations of the plate and overprint varieties.
All of these varieties are treated in detail by Huntoon
(1973) and the reader is referred to that work for
details.

Our concern here will be the evolution of plate va-
rieties and seal placements prior to 1908 when the Date
Backs were introduced. These varieties have not been
comprehensively documented previously.

Brown Back $10, $20, $50 and $100
Plate Varieties

The basic face designs used for the $10, $20, $50, and
$100 notes were carried over to the Series of 1882 Brown
Backs from the First Charter period. The primary dif-
ference in the plates was that the charter number of
the bank was engraved in several places around the
borders on Second Charter plates. Early in the transi-
tion from the First to the Second Charter period, many
First Charter plates were simply modified by having the
charter numbers superimposed on the border design.
These plates are easily distinguished because (1) they
carry the private bank note company imprints in the
lower border under the bank title, and (2) they carry



$10 Brown Back face plate prepared by the Bureau.
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the "Printed at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing,
Treasury Department" imprints listed in Table 2.

Later when the Bureau of Engraving and Printing
began production of face plates, the Bureau imprint was
incorporated into the lower border. I have never seen
"converted" private bank note company faces on 1882
Date or Value backs so I assume that they were gradu-
ally replaced by the more modern Bureau faces and
were totally phased out by 1908.

"Converted" First Charter $20 plate used for Brown
Back Printings.

Brown Back $5 Varieties

As with the $5 First Charter Notes, the $5 Brown Backs
offer a number of very interesting variants. The earli-
est $5 Brown Back plates are characterized by (1) plate
letters that appear conspicuously away from the border
designs, (2) a Bureau imprint in the upper right corner,
and (3) Treasury signatures arranged one on top of the
other to the left of the bank title. The plate letters on
these notes were located respectively between the charter
number and large 5 in the upper right corner, and to
the right of Garfield's portrait.

For some reason these early plates lost favor and
were systematically replaced by the third variety de-
scribed below. Many banks issued both varieties and
when the new plates were made, the layout of the bank
title was often radically altered. I know of no case
where the early plates survived for use in 1882 Date or
Value Back printings.

The third type of face plate is characterized by (1)
plate letters that are inconspicuously placed close to
the right and left borders, (2) Bureau imprint engraved
in the lower margin under the bank title, and (3) a hori-
zontal arrangement of the Treasury signatures side-by-
side across the top of the note. This is the most com-
mon variety. Aside from alterations in the obligation

that occurred with the beginning of the Date Back print-
ings in 1908, these plates were the ones used to print
the Date and Value Back notes.

The second $5 Brown Back face variety is a transition
design. It is similar to the third variety in that the
Treasury signatures appear side-by-side across the top
of the face and the plate letters are moved close to the
right and left borders. However, the Bureau imprint
remains in the upper right corner to the right of the
Treasury serial number as on the first type.

This variety is definitely scarce and I doubt that it
was in use for long. As I have never observed it on
Date and Value Backs, it too, must have been systemati-
cally replaced with the third type prior to 1908.

Photos courtesy of Lyn Knight

Two $5 1882 Brown Backs on the same bank, top note
is first Bureau plate variety, bottom is third Bureau

plate variety.

-----
Brown Back imprints, top is Bureau imprint, bottom

is private bank note company imprint.
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An unusual note on the First National Exchange Bank
of Plymouth, Michigan shows a transition between the
second and third varieties. The note was completed
as a third type, but it exhibits a distinct cut-out on the
line work behind the Treasury serial number that was
intentionally made to accommodate the Bureau imprint
that went in this space on the faces of the second type.
Probably the Plymouth plate was prepared during the
transition period and was started as a second type but
finished as a third type.

$5 Brown Back completed as a third Bureau plate va-
riety but having a cut-out above the serial for the Bu-
reau imprint placed there on first and second plate

varieties.

Border Charter Number Varieties

Two principal layouts were used to engrave charter
numbers in the borders of Series of 1882 face plates:
(1) charter numbers that are black and printed against
a background of horizontal lines, and (2) charter num-
bers that are white against a solid black background.
Other layouts undoubtedly exist. In the second variety
the box containing the charter number usually encloses
tiny scrolls placed at each end of the number. There are
several different kinds of scrolls, and they comprise a
fascinating study in themselves.

The First Charter number variety with solid numbers
against a lined background is most common on "con-
verted" private bank note company plates and the early
vertical signature arrangement $5 plates. The second
variety with white numbers is usually found on Bureau
higher denomination plates and $5 plates with the hori-
zontal arrangement of Treasury signatures. However,
both styles occur on all plate varieties so no general rule
can be made with regard to them.

From the usage pattern that emerges we can conclude
that the lined background variety was the first developed
and was most popular early in the Second Charter pe-
riod. The solid background variety came in vogue later
and dominated at the end of the Second Charter period.

Charter Number and Seal Placement on
1882 Brown Backs

There are two distinct seal placement varieties on the
Brown Backs of $10 and higher denominations. The
earliest is characterized by placement of the charter
number on its side next to and left of the overprinted
words Series of 1882. The seal is placed high and
covers the Treasurer's signature.

Seal placement varieties on two $10 Brown Backs from
the same bank. Top is early high seal variety, bottom

is later low seal variety.

sib ;

will

Borders, top is First Charter variety without
charter numbers, middle is Second Charter
solid black charter number variety, bottom
is Second Charter white charter number

variety.

The later variety has a low seal placement below the
Treasurer's signature and the charter number is moved
to a horizontal position above the seal. The first variety
is distinctly scarcer than the second, so it must have lost
favor before the turn of the century.

Dating the Varieties

Unfortunately records do not seem to exist that de-
scribe the varieties mentioned in this article, or the
dates during which they were used. Consequently, the
dates mentioned were gleaned from information printed
on the notes themselves including charter dates, serial
numbers, dates engraved on the plates, etc. Such dat-
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ing techniques are faulty at best. As I have seen but a
fraction of the First and Second Charter notes in col-
lectors' hands, the dates presented here must be classed
as tentative.

Table 3. Banks using First Charter $5 plates with a
left shift of the second line in the obligation

Other varieties may exist that have not been treated
here, and I would be indebted to anyone supplying in-
formation about them.

Special thanks are due the many collectors who have
shown me their notes and pointed out oddities that occur
on them. Particularly, I thank Harry Corrigan and
Loius Van Belkum for their contributions.

Location
Youngstown, Ohio
Stanford, Connecticut
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Sandusky, Ohio
Washington, D.C.
Indianapolis, Indiana

Title Charter
First National Bank 3
First National Bank 4
First National Bank 11
First National Bank 16
First National Bank 26
First National Bank 55

Table 4. Known $5 First Charter Notes with black
charter numbers

Useful References
Treasury

SignaturesLocation
Minneapolis,
Minnesota
Central City,
Colorado Terr.

Allison-Spinner

Allison-New

Allison-Spinner

Allison-Gilfillan

Allison-Wyman

Allison-New
Allison-Wyman

Dillistin, W. H. (1956) A descriptive history of National
Bank Notes, 1863-1935: Private printing, 55 p.

Donlon, W. P. (1971) Mail bid sale of the research and
personal collection of William P. Donlon, May 22, 1971:
119 p.

Donlon, W. P. (1975) United States large size paper
money 1861 to 1923, 4th ed.: A. M. & Don Kagin, 184 p.

Friedberg, R. (1972) Paper money of the United States,
7th ed.: Coin and Currency Inst., 327 p.

Huntoon, P. W. (1973) "The types of the 1882 and 1902
National Bank Notes": Paper Money, v. 12, p. 13-18.

Parshall, H. W. (1975) "One dollar "Original Series"
nationals with charter numbers": Paper Money, v. 14,
p. 4-5.

Philpott, W. A. (1970) "Early research proves variations,
not uniformity, prevails on notes": Coin World, Aug. 5,
1970, p. 32, 34.

U.S. Treasury Department (1930) National Bank Act as
amended and other laws relating to National Banks:
U.S. Gov't Printing Office.

U.S. Treasury Department (1935) History and develop-
ment of the National Bank Note: in Annual Report of
the Comptroller of the Currency: U.S. Gov't Printing
Office, p. 817-842.

U.S. Treasury Department (1962) History of the Bureau
of Engraving and Printing, 1862-1962: U.S. Gov't
Printing Office, 199 p.

Van Belkum, L. (1968) National Banks of the note issuing
period, 1863-1935: Hewitt Bros., 400 p.

Charter
Title 	 Number

Merchants National
Bank 	 1830

First National
Bank 	 2129

First National
Bank 	 2130

Kellogg National
Bank 	 2132

First National
Bank 	 2137

Red Oak, Iowa
Green Bay,
Wisconsin
Boyertown,
Pennsylvania
Rochester,
New Hampshire
Pontiac, Illinois

National Bank 2138
National Bank 2141

Table 1. Companies that engraved First Charter
face plates

Bank Note Company
American Bank Note Company
National Bank Note Company
Continental Bank Note Company

Denomination
1, 10, 20, 50, 100
2, 500, 1000
5

Table 2. Location of the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing imprint on the face plates of Series of

1875 National Bank Notes

Denomination 	 Location of Imprint
	1	 vertically just inside the right border

	

2	 horizontally just inside the top border on the
left side

	

5	 in circle above the bank title

	

10	 vertically just inside the upper left border

	

20	 vertically just inside the upper right border

	

50 	 horizontally just inside the top border on the
left side

	

100	 horizontally just inside the top border on the
right side

	

500 	 horizontally just inside the top border on the
left side

	

1000 	 horizintally just inside the top border on the
right side

Woman Wants Virginia to Make Good on Bills
SPMC'er Jim Boland (4586) has submitted the follow-

ing Associated Press story printed in the March 11, 1976
edition of the Charlottesville, Va. Daily Progress:

The collapse of the Confederacy means a Wonona, Miss., woman
will not be able to collect on some Confederate currency she holds,
says Virginia's attorney general.

"I am sorry to be the source of unpleasant news," Atty. Gen.
Andrew P. Miller wrote the woman, whom he declined to identify,
". . . but I suspect that your wisest course is to offer to sell the
notes to a collector who believes that the South will rise again."

The woman had written Miller asking his assistance in collecting
the face value plus interest on some Confederate currency issued here
in 1864.

"I have some old currency money and it says on it we can demand
it," said the woman, who added she had a $500 note, three $10s, two
$20s, one $5 and one $1.

She asked Miller to demand that the Federal Reserve Bank in
Richmond make payment plus accrued interest on the bills. The
woman added that she "might would give you half of it, if you'll
demand it. . . ."

Miller explained in his reply that "neither the United States gov-
ernment of 1864 nor 1976 has any obligation to make good on this
guarantee" because the Confederate government collapsed in 1865.
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